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INTrOducTION
Based on more than a decade
of field research, this colorful report
on the high-touch craft of shellfish
diving takes us to the coast of the
Shima Peninsula in central Japan.
Here most of the divers (ama)
ama
ama)
are women. Many of them are
older, with an average age of
50. By taking you into different
settings where the divers operate,
the program allows you to sample
a social environment in which
fierce individual competition
underwater is checked and balanced
by a spirited colleagueship carefully
nurtured among groups of divers as
they relax on shore. The program
is suitable for use at the secondary
school level and above, for courses
not only about Japan, but about
gender, aging, and sustainable
environments, or “fit surroundings.”
the m eDia P roDuCtion grouP

FIlM crEdITS
& PurcHaSING
INFOrMaTION

For twenty years the Media
Production Group has been creating
innovative media materials about
Asia for public television and
educational users. An MPG team
brings together the knowledge of
Asia specialists with the artistic
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skills of media professionals.
Launched in 1988 by Jackson Bailey
and David W. Plath, MPG first was
attached to the Center for Japanese
Studies, Earlham College, where
Bailey was Professor of History.
After Bailey died in 1996 MPG
became an affiliate of the Asian
Educational Media Service,
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, Plath’s home institution.
MPG has produced some two dozen
programs and interactive DVDs,
many for campus and classroom
use but others for public and
educational broadcasting. Several
have won awards. More than 30
PBS stations have broadcast MPG’s
programs Makiko’s New World and
Under Another Sun: Japanese in
Singapore.
Please see the AEMS web site:
www.aems.uiuc.edu
for a complete list of MPG products.
In addition to Fit Surroundings DER
distributes MPG programs Makiko’s
New World and Candles for New
Years.
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craft of diving, apparently in about equal numbers
nationwide though in some regions the work became
gender-linked as a matter of custom. In Shima, as we
see in the program, shellfish diving is women’s work,
with a few exceptions men dive only for fin-fish and
mostly for sport.

by David W. Plath

A Japanese visitor once demanded that I stop
studying the ama. They are, he said, not typical
Japanese women. In his view the foreign researcher
ought to study women who approximate the officially
touted ideal good-wife-wise-mother who dedicates
every breath to serving her children, house and
husband. My view, built into the design of the video
program, is that we learn more by examining the
atypical. The ama case invites us to question our
common wisdom about aging and work, gender and
physical labor, high-tech hardware and the “liveware” of the trained human body.

In the heritage of Japanese image-work, however, the
male diver is virtually invisible. The ancient court
elite, for example, turned the ama into a symbol
for the loneliness of the human condition. By a
thousand years ago the phrase “mournful whistling
of the ama” had become a poetic cliché. It appears
numerous times in the Man’yoshu, the first great

WOMEN OF THE SEA
Like the cowboy in North America but for a
thousand years longer, the diving woman has held
a place in the Japanese imagination far beyond
her numbers in the population. Reborn in the 20th
century as a virginal pearl-girl, the ama has traveled
overseas and begun to appear in Euro-American
popular culture as well. ‘ You can meet her in
a James Bond novel and movie (You Only Live
Twice) or watch her perform live in the “Japanese
Village Diving Show” in marine theme parks.
Urban elites and entrepreneurs have created much
of this imagery, past and present, for their purposes,
which often have little connection with the lives and
purposes of commercial shellfish divers. We need to
be aware of these currents of image-work if only to
set them aside so that we can see how ama diving
as a “traditional” craft may have lessons for us about
human adaptation in an environment crawling with
machines.
In the earliest known report of its kind, a Chinese
traveler who went to Japan in the third century A.D.
remarks on how skilled the natives are at diving for
fish and shellfish. He says nothing about gender.
Historically, women and men both have taken up the
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anthology of Japanese poems, compiled in that era.
It continues in use today. The late Showa Emperor
(Hirohito), for example, employed the phrase in an
official New Year’s Day poem he wrote in the mid1980s. An amateur marine biologist, the Emperor
writes of hearing the ama whistling out to sea while
he works collecting specimens on shore. Presumably
he exercised poetic license-or heard the wind of
tradition-because divers abandoned the zone near his
seaside villa several decades ago.
An ama today often purses her lips while she clears
residual air from her lungs. To the unimaginative it
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the ama into pearl divers. There was, to be sure, an
actual if brief historical link: in the early years of the
industry, pearl farmers hired ama from time to time
to retrieve oysters from the floor of Ago Bay.
But for three-quarters of a century the oysters have
been tied in cages that are suspended from floats.
The farmer simply pulls them up to his boat. The
advertising campaign also has persuaded most
Japanese to think that ama diving is unique to Japan.
In fact diving women have just as long a history in
Korea. Divers in Shima now wear a two-towel hairwrap that their Korean colleagues already were using
earlier in this century when ama from Shima - such
as Kiyo-san’s mother - in the video-worked there on
seasonal contract.

sounds like a gasp or grunt. But the ancient court
poets, musing in dry comfort on the beach, imagined
it to be the moans of a human species condemned
to live in a hostile environment. Something similar
happened centuries later on the Great Plains
of North America. Visitors from Eastern cities, snug
by the campfire at night, effused about the Lonesome
Cowboy as they listened to the singing, off
in the darkness, of men who for very practical
reasons were crooning hymns and ballads to
their cattle to calm them and prevent them from
stampeding.
To the graphic artists of Japan’s feudal-age cities, on
the other hand, sea-women were more interesting as
symbols of sex than of sadness. Wood-block prints,
in those days the television of the merchant class,
portray ama pin-up women with a frankness that is
not allowed in, for instance, the Sports Illustrated
Annual Swimsuit Issue. In the most frequent pose
a diver rises from the water, dripping and topless,
teeth gripping an abalone knife. She or a nearby
companion holds up a fresh abalone - the prize
catch but also an emblem for female genitalia. To
make certain the message is not missed, the artist
sometimes adds a figure of a young boy, standing
nearby, bottomless. Or in the middle distance out to
sea there will be a rock that the waves fortuitously
sculpted in the semblance of an erect male organ.

The currents of imagery have splashed over onto the
lives of working ama. They often wear white clothing
over their black wet-suits (as you can see in the
program), in part for added warmth and protection
but also “because people expect it of us” - even
though white cloth rapidly gets stained in tidal waters.
But their most serious complaint is that people tend
not to treat you as a woman when you have the
body-build of an athlete, your face is sun-darkened
and your skin pickled by salt-brine. Some divers
discourage their daughters from taking up the craft,
at least until after they find a husband.
Sources for Further Reading

The topless ama is alive today in postcards and blue
movies. But as the program indicates, modern state
prudishness in the 1920s forced divers to cover up,
and in the 1950s they began working in wet-suits.
Now when camera clubs drive out to the Shima
beaches they bring along professional models. They
try to impersonate ama but are betrayed by their
oversized breasts, overpale skins, and overly flabby
muscles.

Visions of Japanese mermaids continue to inspire
writers and artists in and out of the archipelago. The
results often mix fancy and fact in interesting ways.
The text of Maraini’s book, for instance, is
a straightforward if sometimes gushy report on
a week spent filming the ama of Hekura Island in the
Japan Sea. But many of the accompanying photos
would qualify as Playboy centerfolds. Maraini’s book
seems to have been the chief source of information
for 007’s romp with an ama lover named Kissy
Suzuki. Ms Suzuki resembles an ama less than she
does Bond’s girlfriend of earlier tales, Pussy Galore,

The cultured pearl industry, (which originated
in Shima in 1893) pulled off one of the advertising
coups of the 20th century, when it transformed
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seems not to know (or at any rate does not bother
to mention) that men also dive in several districts
in Japan. The piece by Ward is an up-to-date,
informative survey of pearl diving and pearl
cultivation around the world as well as in Japan.
Fleming, Ian, You Only Live Twice, Signet Books,
New American Library, 1964.
Kirkbride, Ronald, Song of the Undersea, AstorHonor, 1967.
Maraini, Fosco, The Island of the Fisherwomen,
(translated from the Italian by Eric Mosbacher),
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1962.
Marden, Luis, “Ama, Sea Nymphs of Japan,”
National Geographic, vol. 140 (1971), pp. 122-135.
posing as the Dragon Lady.

Martinez, Dolores, “Tourism and the Ama: the
Search for the Real Japan,” in E. Ben-Ari, B.
Moeran and J. Valentine (eds.), Unwrapping Japan,

The most artfully written of the ama novels
is Mishima’s, which also was made into a feature
film in Japan. Mishima transported the story
of Daphnis and Chloe to an island off the Shima
coast. He lived on the island for a summer, absorbing
local color in order to give his work the ring
of authenticity. Kirkbride’s novel, by contrast,
is thoroughly forgettable, a contrived tale that
apparently was written on commission from the
Mikimoto Pearl Company. San Souci’s book is for
children,
and has a charming set of illustrations by Stephen
T. Johnson. It retells a story that an early 20th century
British traveler claims to have heard while in Japan.
Oda’s album of drawings belongs in a very different
genre. It depicts ama and other Japanese female
types assimilated into Western modes for portraying
the nude.
The essay and book by Martinez, and the essays
by Marden, and by my partner Jacquetta Hill and
myself all attempt to sort out the ama craft from
the fantasies projected onto it. Marden, however,
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an anachronism in 21st century eyes, like seagoing
peasants if the definition of a peasant is a farmer
without a tractor. Air hoses and pumps were, in fact,
imported from England in the 1870s, soon after
Japan opened its ports to Western nations. But when
divers in Shima and elsewhere tried them out, local
authorities soon chose to ban further use of them
in abalone diving. They feared that the resource
base would be destroyed. Japanese entrepreneurs
then re-exported the machines to locations where
they could be used without restriction - areas in the
Southwest Pacific and along the California coast. A
century later in most of those sites abalone hunting
had ceased
to be profitable.

Manchester University Press, 1990, pp. 97-116.

The aqualung or SCUBA - for Self-Contained
Underwater Breathing Apparatus - is less confining
than a hose system tied to an external compressor.
But it too encumbers and could even endanger a
diver when she is moving through thick vegetation or
threading a narrow slit in the reefs. You can see in the
video how the ama streamline their bodies with layers
of cloth, making themselves as fishlike and slippery
as they can. What they might gain by breathing from
a backpack air tank - the ability to remain underwater
for an hour or more - would be offset by what they
would lose in speed and mobility.

Martinez, D.P., Identity and Ritual in a Japanese
Diving Village, University of Hawai’i Press, 2004.
Mishima, Yukio, The Sound of Waves, (translated
from the Japanese by Meredith Weatherby), Alfred
A. Knopf, 1956.
Oda, Mayumi, Goddesses, Volcano Press, 1988.
Plath, David W. and Jacquetta F. Hill, “Athletes of
the Deep; the Ama as Artisans and as Emblems,”
Japan Society Newsletter, November 1988, pp. 2-5.
(Available from The Japan Society, 333 East 47th
Street, New York NY 10017).

“Plain” here does not mean simple. Because she
is not self-contained underwater an ama must
be self-sustained. Her fluid surroundings are in
ceaseless motion; she must continuously adjust her
movements to irregular waves and surges and to
changes in buoyancy and visibility. She must draw
on her knowledge of the topography of the reefs and
her experience at estimating where the abalone may
be resting today. And she must gauge her distance
from the surface of the water against the relentless
decline of oxygen in her lungs.

San Souci, Robert D., The Samurai’s Daughter, Dial
Books, 1992.
Ward, Fred, “The Pearl,” National Geographic, vol.
168 (1985), pp. 192-223.

PLAIN DIVING
The Japanese phrase for what the ama practice
in the water is su-moguri or “plain diving”: diving
without the aid of air apparatus. The ama look like

Like an athlete, an ama is a specialist in the liveware of the human body. To become expert in the
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craft one has to enjoy whole-body activity and be
a sort of adrenaline-freak. Also, say divers in Shima,
one has to be in love with the sea and have
a lover’s eagerness to monitor its moods.
It’s often claimed that particular body types have
a competitive edge in the craft. Popular lore in Japan
says that women are better at it than men because
they are endowed with more subcutaneous fat and
so can retain body-heat longer when working in cold
water. (In her essay in this guide Hamaguchi Sakiko
tells how people tease her father - a skillful diver that he should have been born a woman).
In the past when a diver could go on working as
many hours as she was able, body-fat may have been
a plus-factor. Today with wetsuits and time limits
on dive periods, cold tolerance may offer much less
advantage. The tidewater reef environment is
astonishingly varied. It seems to offer micro-niches
fit for just about any body type. An ama with
small lung capacity may do as well as her deeper
diving rivals if she can exploit shallower niches but
sustain a higher rate of dives per hour. A slender,
featherweight diver may bring up large catches if she
has the courage to burrow deep into crevices her
colleagues are too big or too timid to enter.

elsewhere but in a slightly different mixture at
almost every other dive-site. Elsewhere, for instance,
the abalone knives may be shorter, or the diving
floats made from truck inner tubes instead of kapokfilled life rings, or the abalone may be at much
greater depths than on the Shima reefs. The most
“typical” feature of ama practice is that it evolves by
being continuously fitted to its local surroundings.
It is not simply self-contained.
Sources for Further Reading
Japanese Scholars have been investigating ama
physiology since the 1920s but very little of their
work has been translated into English. Pieces of it
are included in the Rahn and Yokoyama volume,
a fascinating if dated source of information about
artisan divers all around the Asia-Pacific region.
The 1967 Hong and Rahn article done for a general
audience, touches on many of the points covered
in the 1965 collection.
In our essay Jacquetta Hill and I ask about the
conditions under which people may remain productive
into high age in high-tech environments. GordonSmith’s report on his visit to Shima many decades ago
and his remarkable early photos of working divers,
offer evidence that then as now the pace-setting ama
were not all young or corpulent.

When I ask them what it takes to become a good
diver my Shima tutors sometimes mention physical
factors such as lung capacity or cold tolerance. But
the most frequent answer is the athlete’s creed makemai seishin - the “will to win.” It means not
only competing against others for the biggest catches
but also competing with yourself: striving to hone
your physical strength and control, expand your
mental map of the reefs, and blend knowledge with
motion more efficiently. Prowess comes only through
years of practice; youthful energy will be dissipated
in the absence of mature judgment.

In his chapter later in this guide Dr. Matsui Takeshi,
living in Shima after years away in the city,
comments on how religious or superstitious the ama
seem to be. In the video we see them making daily
offerings and prayers. The boats fly a flag with
the slogans “Safety at Sea” and “Big Catch.” And
visitors remark that the graves are tended with more
care in Shima than almost anywhere in Japan. But
it is not clear to me that ama are more punctilious
in such matters than are athletes or people who
practice other dangerous crafts. Little religious
gestures are part of the day’s routine for most
Japanese; Ian Reader’s book covers the topic

Are the divers in the program typical ama? I’d say
yes, but in a special sense. All across East Asia
plain-divers draw from the same kit of techniques
and tools. What you see in Fuseda you will see
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tend to polarize. The majority suppose that ama
means amazon, an early example of the liberated
woman. At the other extreme a minority suspect that
in Japan’s iron patriarchy, men dominate the ama as
they do all women. Both views have a long history.
The exploitation thesis appears in the record as early
as the tenth century: see the excerpt below from Sei
Shonagon’s Pillow Book:

sensibly and in some detail.
Gordon-Smith, Richard, “The Pearl Divers of Toshi,”
in his Travels in the Land of the Gods (1898-1907),
Victoria Manthorpe (ed.), reissued by Prentice-Hall,
1986, chapter 9.
Hong, Suk Ki and Hermann Rahn, “The Diving
Women of Korea
and Japan,”
Scientific
American, vol. 216
(1967) pp. 34-43.

The sea is a
frightening thing
at the best times.
How much more
terrifying should
it be for those
poor women
divers who have
to plunge into its
depths for their
livelihood! One
wonders what
would happen
to them if the
cord round their
waist were to
break. I can
imagine men doing this sort of work, for a
woman it must take remarkable courage. After
the woman has been lowered into the water,
the men sit comfortably in their boat, heartily
singing songs as they keep an eye on the
mulberry-bark cord that floats on the surface.
It is an amazing sight, for they do not show the
slightest concern about the risks the woman is
taking. When finally she wants to come up, she
gives a tug on her cord and the men haul her
out of the water with a speed that I can well
understand. Soon she is clinging to the side of
the boat, her breath coming in painful gasps.
The sight is enough to make even an outsider
feel the brine dripping. I can hardly imagine
this is a job that anyone would covet.

Plath, David W. and
Jacquetta F. Hill,
“Fit Surroundings
- Japanese Shellfish
Divers and the
Artisan Option,”
Social Behaviour,
vol. 3 (1988),
special issue on
“Aging, Technology
and Society”, pp.
149-160. (This is a British journal - don’t confuse it
with a U.S. journal of the same name, spelled Social
Behavior.)
Rahn, Hermann and T. Yokoyama (eds.), Physiology
of Breath-Hold Diving and the Ama of Japan,
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Washington, DC., Publication no. 1341,
1965.
Reader, Ian, Religion in Contemporary Japan,
Macmillan, 1990.

POWER AND EXPLOITATION

Translated by Ivan Morris from The Pillow Book
of Sei Shonagon (Makura no soshi), Columbia
University Press, 1967. Vol. Pp. 248-249.

The program moves cautiously when taking up issues
of gender, power and exploitation: people’s views
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Oral history echoes the idea when some people
talk about Shima in the old days, meaning greatgrandmother’s generation or earlier. In those days,
they say, life was drab, difficult and cash-starved but
a man with an ama wife was a man of leisure. He
could sit around all day drinking and gambling while
she was at sea working to support him.

A boatman who transports a group of divers is
considered to be providing services for hire. He
ordinarily will coach and coax them since he receives
a percentage of each diver’s catch. On many days,
perhaps most, he will suggest the area of reefs where
the abalone may be resting today, and the group will
agree to dive there. But each ama is an independent
agent - she can direct him to take her to dive alone at
another site.

This male heaven on earth seems to have vanished
like Brigadoon. Most Shima men, including those
married to ama, now operate pearl farms. They work
hard, as farmers must. So do the boatmen we see in
the video. When not in the water they often are on
the beach from dawn to dusk, cleaning their craft
and adjusting the engines. On those rare mornings
when I rouse myself before daybreak I almost always
find boatmen standing along the shoreline in twos
and threes (in pajamas when the temperature is mild)
studying clouds, waves and currents out to sea.

If Shima in the old days was not a little bit o’ heaven
for men, might it have been for ama? A woman who
had much more cash-income earning power than
others - by no means were all women able to work
as divers - might indeed be courted assiduously by
prospective in-laws as well as prospective husbands,
Conversely her parents might apply more pressure
on her to stay at home and continue contributing to
household coffers. Japanese scholars have written
a number of articles about the pattern of “delayed”
marriage (more a form of delayed wedding, as I see
it) once practiced in Shima. And a book of popular
sociology on the topic carries the title Yome no
Tengoku, “Paradise for Brides.”

A lifeline diver and her male partner are defined
as equals, at least when at work. In the video,
Sakaguchi Suyako declares that in an ama marriage
the woman is the stronger partner. I respond
skeptically, having found little evidence that one
size fits all in ama marriages as in others. Ama
themselves point out that a man tending a lifeline
diver has a task that is at least as tense and tiring
as hers. And that in the era before boats had power
winches, when he had to retrieve both the diver
and her weight every two or three minutes, pulling
them up by hand, he was much more worn down
than she by the end of a long day’s diving. During
the videotaping of the program we had a lesson in
how finely-tuned his skill can be. One morning our
three-man camera crew rode out with a lifeline pair
to record them at work. Later that day word filtered
back to me through intermediaries that the day’s
catch by that pair was much less than normal. The
added weight of three men made it difficult for the
husband to keep the boat positioned over his wife
while she was submerged, and that threw them off
their usual pace.
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In the 20th century, marriages in Shima shifted
over to the urban middle class norm, taken from
samurai custom and written into the Meiji family
law that requires a bride to move into her husband’s
household soon after the wedding. But as late as midcentury it might be done differently if the woman
were an ama. Now and then when I am in Shima I
have a curious encounter along the following lines.
An urban visitor, usually male, presumes that the
locals will conceal the matter from a foreigner. So he
takes me aside and asks in confidential tones if the
Professor is aware that out on this remote rocky coast
a woman could sleep with a man for months or even
years before getting married?
But to paint a generic picture, in cash-poor Shima
an ama daughter might be encouraged to entertain
her future husband in her parental home. If the
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relationship moved along well, and particularly
if it produced a healthy child - girl or boy - the
couple were expected in time to establish their own
domicile or to move into the husband’s parental
home. That was the juncture when a wedding would
be celebrated: a public declaration that a new family
is up-and-running not (as today) that one is about to
begin.

study guide

one such woman in Shikoku. Kondo’s report also
is rich in detail, and examines the modes of gender
exploitation in a Tokyo confectionery where she
worked for many months. And of several recent
books that offer a broad-brush portrait of Japanese
women’s lives I am partial to the one by Takie
Sugiyama Lebra.
Bernstein, Gail, Haruko’s World: A Japanese Farm
Woman and Her Community, Stanford University
Press, 1983.

If one applies the usual logic of domination equally
to the past as to the present one can make the
following argument. The stereotypic urban middle
class housewife is said to be exploited because she
must stay home and consume conspicuously as
testimony to her husband’s economic prowess. This
means that the ama husband of old who stayed on
shore drinking and gambling was not an exploiter
but an exploitee. He was the best evidence for an
ama’s diving prowess because at that time each diver
sold her catch independently: there was no fisheries
cooperative keeping a daily record, as is done now.

Kondo, Dorinne K., Crafting Selves: Power, Gender
and Discourses of Identity in a Japanese Workplace,
University of Chicago Press, 1990.
Lebra, Takie Sugiyama, Japanese Women, Constraint
and Fulfillment, University of Hawaii Press, 1984.
Smith, Robert J., and Ella Lury Wiswell, The Women
of Suye Mura, University of Chicago Press, 1982.

Sources for Further Reading
Until the 20th century, various forms
of “trial marriage” and “delayed
wedding” were common across Japan,
the puritanical samurai class being
the exception that only later became
the rule. As late as the mid-1930s
women in a remote farm village in
Kyushu were puzzled about the new
ideas concerning marriage that their
daughters were bringing home from
school. See the vivid descriptions
in The Women of Suye Mura, drawn
from the diaries of Ella Embree, who
lived in the community for a year with
her anthropologist husband. Clichés
to the contrary, women continue to
exercise power and influence in many
ways in rural Japan. Bernstein’s
book offers an engaging portrait of
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neighboring Wagu. Other historical documents are
scarce but the coops carefully preserve maps and
records of disputes over invisible boundaries in the
water. Documents dating back to early in the 17th
century are evidence of recurrent legal battles over
the location of such lines. Sometimes a dispute was
settled only after being taken to the daimyo in Toba
in the Tokugawa era (1603-1868), or to the higher
court in Nagoya in the modern era.
Fuseda oral history condenses it all into a legendary
boat race in which a team from Fuseda defeated
one from Wagu, thereby resolving ownership in the
territory once and for all. People show visitors the
grave of a Fuseda man who, by a clever ruse, won
the game for the home
town.
Efforts to sustain
or improve marine
reproduction also long
antedate the modern
biological research
stations. Villagers,
merchants and samurai
officials, singly or
in combinations,
experimentally
introduced new
species of shellfish
and vegetation into many stretches of the coastline,
Other species were successfully grown artificially

THE COOPERATIVES
National law at the end
of the 19th century
established the local
Fisheries Cooperative
Associations all around
the archipelago. They
took over a function
that for the preceding
three centuries had
been performed by
village councils, that of
regulating near-shore
waters as a resource
“commons” reserved
for local residents.
Japan’s shoreline communities have had generations
of experience in defending their territory against
outsiders, discouraging competitive greed among
insiders, and encouraging the processes of natural
reproduction out in the tidewater zone. Villages
and hamlets all over Japan lost their political
identities in the 1950s when they were forced to
consolidate with nearby towns and cities. But in
Shima the fisheries cooperatives remain stubbornly
independent.
Accusations of poaching will trigger fist-fights
between fishermen from Fuseda and those from
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but on a small scale. Some are now emerging as
profitable forms of aquaculture. Large-scale abalone
cultivation, for example, is underway at several sites
in Japan and abroad. The tank-grown abalone spats
seen in the video are taken out and re-seeded over
the reefs to augment natural reproduction. But as
sales manager Ikeuchi comments to the camera, the
results so far have been mixed.
The factor easiest to micro-manage is the behavior
of the divers. Centuries ago some local communities
had conservation policies that, for example,
prohibited taking a species during its spawning
period, or that banned the use of certain types of
equipment. The modern coops feel more and more
obliged to fine-tune such policies. Rules differ,
sometimes sharply, between one coop and its
neighbors - until one realizes that in each locale the
rules are being fitted to the micro-ecology of the
local territory.
The coops also more and more are micro-managing
marketing. In Fuseda, for example, an ama has no
bag limit, daily or seasonal, but she must sell four
species of shellfish to the coop the day she captures
them. She can dive but may not take those four
species on holidays and rest days when the coop is
closed. At such times; however, she is free to take
anything else she can capture on the reefs. And some
ama will swim out to collect vegetation, rock oysters,
and so on, joking as they go that rest day means only
that abalone are allowed to rest.
The coop also markets several varieties of vegetation
during their brief periods of maturity. But the daily
transactions on the sales dock involve only abalone
and top-shells. Ama are huntresses and will snatch
up anything edible: finfish, eels, octopi, squid, rarer
varieties of shellfish, etc. But the coops managers
regard the amounts to be too small to justify the cost
of handling the transactions. The divers sell these
items privately to local restaurants or share them
with family and kin.
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Rules for the daily auction also vary from one coop
to the next. Alert viewers of the video will notice
that when he reports the day’s results to one dealer,
manager Ikeuchi says that black abalone went to
another dealer on his low bid. In Fuseda a dealer may
enter a low as well as a high bid. If he has guessed
the situation rightly he makes an added profit. Here
is an example of how it might work. Say that the
going rate for black abalone has been in the vicinity
of 9000 yen per kilo. Your supply is low so you are
eager to buy today’s catch and are willing to go as
high as 9400. But you reckon that rival dealers are
expecting the price to drop in metropolitan markets,
so none of them will bid higher than around 8800. So
you also put in a low bid of 8903 and carry away the
day’s catch for much less than you had been prepared
to pay.
Beyond these and other fascinating details the larger
point about the coops is that they are an exception
to the so-called “tragedy of the commons.” The
tragedy argument, stated over simply, is that human
greed will in time destroy any resource open to
mutual exploitation. It has indeed happened in
many instances. In Japan it has been the fate of land
that once was commons property held by farming
villages. Nor have the seaside coops always been
successful in protecting their domain or in sustaining
its yield. But tragedy most often comes from outside,
not inside, in the form of industrial pollution or of
expropriation. Shoreline territory can be taken away
and converted into landfill for use by a power plant
or chemical complex. Coop members will receive
compensation for the loss of livelihood but nothing
will be given to other people in the community.
Japan has destroyed one-third of its natural coastline
in this way, in order to site its advanced industrial
system

Sources for Further Reading
The tragedy thesis is set forth in the Hardin and
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Baden reader. Later researchers counter with
examples from many parts of the world where
commons territory has been preserved - see the
collection of reports edited by McCay and Acheson.
For the current situation in Japan the most easily
accessible source is the piece by Kalland. The Befu
essay describes the tragedies of expropriation that
occurred along the coast of Japan’s Inland Sea during
the industrial boom years of the 1960s. And Norbeck
reports on the rare opportunity he had to re-study
one such community. In the 1950s he had done
ethnographic field research in a community called
Takashima at a time when it was a remote island (the
name means “High Island” in Japanese). He returned
20 years later to find it wedded to the mainland by
landfill and swallowed into a vast petrochemical
complex.
Befu, Harumi, “Political Ecology of Fishing
in Japan: Techno-Environmental Impact of
Industrialization in the Inland Sea,” Research in
Economic Anthropology, vol. 3 (1980)
pp. 323-347.
Hardin, Garret and J. Baden (eds.), Managing the
Commons, W. H. Freeman, 1977.
Kalland, Arne, “Sea Tenure and the Japanese
Experience: Resource Management in Coastal
Fisheries,” in 1. Ben-Ari, B. Moeran and J. Valentine
(eds.), Unwrapping Japan, Manchester University
Press, 1990, pp. 188-204.
McCay, Bonnie J. and James M. Acheson (eds.), The
Question of the Commons: The Culture and Ecology
of Communal Resources, University of Arizona
Press, 1990.
Norbeck, Edward, Country to City, The Urbanization
of a Japanese Hamlet, University of Utah Press, 1978
THE KOYA
The hut that a group of divers maintains on the edge
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of the beach has obvious practical virtues as a place
to rest and to eat, or to change clothes before and
after work. But many divers live only a few steps
or few minutes’ walk from the beach; they could as
easily take care of these matters at home. The big
appeal of the koya - and one of the attractions of
the ama craft - is that you can spend most of your
daytime hours there, among colleagues, six months of
the year.
In the video program Hamaguchi Akiko talks about
how she encourages compatibility among her koya
mates. Whether your catch was good or poor, she
says, come to the koya ready to relax and enjoy being
here with
others. In other words, the koya are vital niches
in the moral ecology of ama diving, places
for cultivating motives of mutuality that help
counterbalance the powerfully divisive impulses to
be competitive.
“Big Catch” is the slogan on boat-flags and on
amulets tied to dive-masks. On the beach “Big
Catch?” is the ordinary daily greeting, much as
Osaka merchants are said to great each other with
“Making any money?” Ama do not share one
another’s catches, except once or twice a season
when the whole day’s capture is pooled, and the
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earnings are set aside to pay for the annual vacation
trip that ama and their boatmen take as a group in
the autumn. You are in daily competition even with
others from your koya.
Should you encounter a problem while in the water,
however your best hope of rescue is by people close
enough to notice. And likely as not they will be
your koya-mates. Though there is no formal “buddy
system” among the ama as among sport divers, those
from the same koya are likely to work over the same
reef during a dive period. And there are clusters of
friends who make a point of working close enough
to monitor each other’s actions.
On the other hand, when rivals are in visual range it
is difficult to hide your most important trade secret:
your knowledge of special sites where abalone
congregate. You hope that none of your rivals have
discovered “your” sites; at times you may take
evasive actions to confuse them. Some ama say
that they know about each other’s sites but avoid
them for fear of provoking a fight. And in the koya
after hours, stories are told about the ama elsewhere
who disappeared under water. Her body never was
recovered but her abalone knife was found in another

women’s secret site.
Ama life centers around the koya. Except for
sexless granddads or guys on urgent errands
no men come inside, and you are freer than you
are at home where there’s a mother-in-law or
sister-in-law around. The koya is where an ama
is brought up to be a whole person. You learn
an awful lot there, from the fun of singing and
dancing together to the habits of cooperation:
for example, courtesy towards seniors and
juniors, or the group benefits of pooling money
for festivals or for the hut repairs or for visits to
a sick teammate.
Translation by David W. Plath, from Tanaka
Noyo, Amatachi no shiki: Shiramazu, Boso
Hanto umihama no mura kara, (M. Kato, ed.),
Tokyo 1982, p. 7. [The Seasons of Ama Life:
Notes from a Seacoast Village on the Boso
Peninsula].
As is true of many forms of hunting and fishing so
in plain-diving one may refuse to reveal knowledge
essential for becoming an expert in the craft. In
the video, Kiyo-san praises her mother for having
known how to find abalone but also comments that
her mother refused to share that information with
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her. It’s often assumed that “traditional” crafts are
“passed on” from parent to child, from master to
apprentice, but juniors may have to struggle for
opportunities to learn.
This is another virtue of the koya. By listening to
the verbal “instant replays” of the day’s dive a novice
can continue to expand her knowledge base about
the reefs and their fluctuations, and about the habits
of the abalone. To landlocked eyes the reefs may
appear inert, to a diver they are alive and continually
changing under the pressures of tides and storms.
Abalone respond to such changes, abalone hunters
must do so in turn. An ama must demonstrate her
prowess in fit surroundings in the ocean. But she
will waste a lot of time-on-task in the water if she
has not put in enough time-on-talk in the koya.

pp. 151-163.
Jacquetta F. Hill and David W. Plath, “Moneyed
knowledge: How women become commercial
shellfish divers,” in John Singleton (ed.), Learning in
Likely Places: Varieties of Apprenticeship in Japan,
Cambridge University Presss, 1998, pp. 211-225.

Sources for Further Reading
These comments on the koya are drawn from
longer pieces in which Jacquetta F. Hill and I depict
the moral and cognitive ecology of ama diving.
No divers operate in Shingu, the Kyushu coastal
community that Arne Kalland has studied over
the years, but his book is the most comprehensive
portrait available in English for a Japanese fishing
community. Robert Marshall’s study was done in
farming villages but it offers good examples of how
people in rural Japan can be persuaded “for the good
of the community” to support policies that may hurt
their own private interests.
Kalland, Arne, Shingu - A Study of a Japanese
Fishing Community, Curzon Press, 1981.
Marshall, Robert C., Collective Decision Making in
Rural Japan, Michigan Papers in Japanese Studies,
No. 11, 1989.
Plath, David W. and Jacquetta F. Hill, “The Reefs
of Rivalry: Expertness and Competition Among
Japanese Shellfish Divers,” Ethnology, vol. 26 (1987),
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Why Don’t You Become a Diver?
Ms. Hamaguchi Sakiko

Hello there. My name’s Hamaguchi Sakiko and I’m
37. I’ve been working as an ama for ten years.
I was born and raised in this little community of
fishermen. The people who live here are simple,
frugal, and gruff; but above all they know as much
about their neighbors as about themselves. This is
the kind of place where by tomorrow the word will
have gotten around everywhere as to who did what,
when and where today. However, we are living by
the shore of the Pacific, and the fish and shellfish are
delicious. The men and women are all good-looking
and good-hearted, and the air is clean. Fuseda has its
little drawbacks but it’s a great place to live - come
try it for yourself!
For several generations the folks in my
family have made their living as fishermen and
divers. It started with Kokichi’s generation; then
came Chiyomatsu, Kosaku, Chiyokichi - and now
it’s Yasuji’s turn. They say that in the old days
there wasn’t the amount of natural destruction and
advanced environmental pollution that we have now,
so they could bring up 30, 40 or even 50 kilograms
of abalone in one day, along with plenty of sazae and
red urchin.
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I’ve been told that my grandfather Chiyokichi
was boatman for my grandmother Kiyo; she was
a lifeline diver. They didn’t have the number one
catch but usually they managed to come in second
or third. And when they did well they would be
flying the Big Catch flag over their wooden boat as
they came back to shore from the offing. It must
have been something to watch - unlike now. (Then
the divers had no time limit, and wore only a thin
cloth covering).
My grandfather has been dead now for 17
years. He surely was a shy old man. When the young
people in the house - my father’s generation - would
say, “Grandpa, let’s buy us a color TV!” he’d say,
“Aw, what do we want with a thing like that?” He
couldn’t let his feelings show. But once there was
television in the house he’d turn his back on others
during meals so he could see it, and when it was time
to watch the sumo tournament he’d be sitting out in
front of everybody, closest to the monitor.
My grandmother Kiyo began diving at
about age 15 or 16, before she was married, and she
continued to work as an ama until she was 64. In the
winters she and her husband put out nets to catch fish
and spiny lobsters. Now Granny Kiyo is a healthy 84.
She seems to enjoy her daily work, which is to make
nylon baskets and sukaru (the catch bags that ama
use to keep their abalone and sazae), and to weave
straw sandals. She gives some of them to friends,
and sells others to shops that order them. I’m always
thinking to myself that it’s a great way to fend off
senility... like killing two birds with one stone. I hope
she lives to be a hundred, like Kin-san and Gin-san.
My father Yasuji tells me he started to go
out diving with a home-made spear-gun when he
was in his teens. In those days there weren’t any
professional “male ama” like there are now in
Fuseda, but Dad says he always got a pretty good
catch. There were no wet-suits in those days, either:
“storing it in your skin” was the only method - “it”
meaning body heat. So stout people like my Dad,
with plenty of fat under the skin, were ideally suited
for diving. Seems that the neighbors told him, “What
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a shame you were born to be a man!” Now he works
as boatman for his wife Yoriko and five other ama,
and in the winter he spends his days net-fishing.
My husband Noriyuki is 40 and has not been
able to work lately because of poor health. But the
other day he went line-fishing with my Dad and they
brought in some sardines, mackerel and yellowtail.
We made them into sashimi, sushi and tempura. The
cook shouldn’t be the one to say it, but they were
delicious. You ought to come and sample them.
And about me... I’m in my tenth year as a
diver, but originally I had no intention to become
one. I wanted to leave home and go find a job
elsewhere when I graduated from high school.
However, my parents insisted that, “It will have
to be some place near here.” So I took a job in
Kashikojima, about 30 minutes away by car, working
in the Shima Kanko Hotel. It taught me a lot about
the world out there. It’s important for us to take the
long way ‘round in life - don’t you think so?
Well, I quit that job after four years, to be
married; and now I am the mother of a girl who is
in her first year of middle school. Like me, she is
an only daughter, and I worry about the young men
around her. But I’m getting away from the subject...
I should explain why I became an ama even
though I hadn’t planned to. Now don’t laugh!
-When I gave birth my weight had gone up over 72
kilograms - I thought I could be earning money as an
ama while dieting at the same time - I had grown up
watching how my parents live, and made up my mind
to walk the same path. And that’s how it happened.
My daughter Akane is 12 and good-looking.
I remember going to visit her fourth grade classes on
Parents’ Day; their homework assignment had been
to think about “What I want to be when I am grown
up.” Shortly before the closing bell the teacher called
on Akane. I was nervous for her, having to speak in
front of everybody.
But she said calmly, “When I grow up I would like to
become a diver.” I have a vivid recollection of how I
choked up and had tears in my eyes when I heard her
say that. It made my day, and then some. Diving is
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not an easy job for a woman, so I was pleased when
my daughter said that, and proud of her.
However, I wonder whether Akane will
be able to work as an ama in another few years-or
especially in another few decades. These days there
is so much on television and in the newspapers about
all the problems: natural destruction, environmental
pollution, ozone, AIDs, and so on. Here in Shima the
catches of fish and shellfish are getting smaller every
year. Life is more comfortable, but the ruination of
nature continues, and I believe we simply must go
all out to save the environment. Years ahead I want
Akane and me to work together as divers. And me? I
intend to go on diving for another 40 years - you just
wait and see!

The View from a Doctor’s Office
Dr. Matsui Takeshi, M.D.

I. My Father, Fuseda, and Me
“For fifty years, even on Sunday, Doctor
Matsui protected the health of this village. During
those fifty years he took the day off only two times:
the first was for his mother’s funeral and the second
is today, for his own funeral.”
These were the words of Mr. Uda Kenji, president
of the local Senior Citizen’s League, speaking as
representative of my father’s friends at his farewell
service. It was a beautiful, clear autumn day in 1988.
The fishermen and divers shut down operations for
the day in order to see my father off.
It was not until after his death at 86 that
I finally became aware of how much kindliness,
gratitude and respect the villagers felt for this man
who in my unwatchful eyes looked to be only an
ordinary country doctor. Later, as time went on, I
began to realize how important a role my father had
played here in Fuseda; and that began to affect even
a man like me who had immersed himself totally in
his research at a university hospital.
In 1937, answering a request from the
Yamada Red Cross Hospital in Ise City, my father
took up a position here as the village physician.
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From then on he counseled people on their health
problems even late into the night and on holidays.
Which means that he rarely was able to get away, and
lived in the community full time.
I was born in Fuseda the year my father
came here, and now I am fifty-six. Two years ago I
resigned from my position in the hospital and entered
into private practice here as my father’s successor. So
for three years nobody was here serving in his place.
I needed those three years in order to alter the course
of my life from being an orthopedic researcher in
a university hospital to becoming village medic in
what some people refer to as this “lonely island down
south.”
These days people most often call me “Doc,”
but that’s for convenience during clinic hours. I
was brought up here - I lived here through the end
of middle school (they said I was the wildest kid
around) - so to local folks who have known me
since then, I will always be just “Takeshi.” Just as
the relationship between parents and child never
changes, so there has not been much change in
my relationship with people here who know me
well, most of them being fishermen and divers who
are older than me. Here in Shima if you address
somebody by title they may take it as a put-down,
and if you call them by family name only, you’re
sure to be ostracized. At first, the older people must
have approached my clinic uncertainly, no doubt
wondering what had happened to that rowdy Takeshi
who has come back as a lordly physician. But now
the waiting room is filling up with the bent-backed
and the bandy-legged: people who have learned that
you can’t win any races against the onrush of years.
II. Fuseda’s Divers
1. Kiyo-san
Most people here are fairly religious - and
also superstitious. They keep the graves tidied up,
and along the road to the cemetery the statues of
Jizo-san in front of the Aragami Shrine always
attract attention, decked out lavishly as they are
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with flowers and offerings of food. There always
seems to be somebody worshipping at the little Inari
shrines, and it is customary for groups of ama and
their friends to go off on festival days to visit nearby
religious sites such as the Shofuku Temple on Mount
Aomine or the Izawa-no-Miya branch of the Great
Shrine of Ise.
One time Kiyo-san - senior-most ama
and one of their leaders - was having problems
with her knee. Shrimp that she is, Kiyo-san is an
astonishingly active woman, to the point where she
ought to ease off a bit on her energy output. At 78
she still is diving regularly. All of her lower teeth
are her own, only two uppers are missing and a third
is being treated. And another thing: it is just short
of a miracle that after all these years of diving she
had not lost her hearing. I wondered if she lacks the
strength to dive deep, if that’s why she has been able
to preserve health and hearing. But when I asked
her niece Tsumae-san if that was the case (Tsumaesan also is a diver) she said my suspicions were
groundless.
Kiyo-san comes into the examining room
grumbling about her left knee. She is afraid she has
water on the knee, as older people often do. But she
walks with perfect ease and can sit with her legs
folded under her. I decide to have a look at her on the
examining table.
“Kiyo-san,” my nurse directs her, “please lie
down on your back with your head to this side.”
She hesitates. She isn’t acting like the usual Kiyosan I know. As I stand up from my chair and move
to inspect the knee she says, “But then my head will
point North. That’s the bad-luck direction.”
Since I am right-handed I usually stand on
the right of the examining table, which puts the
patient’s head to the South. If the problem is in a
left leg or arm I have to ask the patient to lie in the
other direction, head to the North. It will only take
a few minutes to inspect her knee joint - only a
few minutes with her head North. Giving in to the
perplexed expression on my face, Kiyo-san allows
herself to be examined, and goes home.
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My clinic staff are taken aback by the old woman’s
superstitious attitude. But when I think about the
floor plan in the divers’ koya where I visit from time
to time, there is a fire pit in the center, and the spaces
for taking naps – an ama’s greatest need and pleasure
– are arranged so that their heads just naturally will
not point North.
2. Kisae-san
As she strips off her blouse Kisae-san
remarks, “Yesterday I fell and banged my chest. It
hurts when I cough or push.” It’s a glorious day with
sunshine pouring into the examining room. There
is a bit of blood under the skin beside Kisae-san’s
left nipple, and the spot is slightly swollen. The pain
seems to be located at the fifth intercostal, outward
about the width of two fingers from the centerline of
the collarbone.
When I ask her to confirm that this is where
she feels pain she answers, “Oh no, where it hurts
is at a point farther East from there.” Farther East?
All right, over to the East, I say, pointing to her left
shoulder with my right hand. The windows in this
examining room are in the south wall and Kisaesan is sitting facing South, so East is to her left. As
I move my finger towards the East she nods, “Ugh,
that’s where it hurts.” I start to write on her medical
chart that the pain is at the fifth intercostal, 2.5
fingers’ width eastward from the centerline of the
clavicle...but if the revolving chair that patients sit
in happens to turn, the locus of pain will shift to the
North, to the West, and then to the South.
Here in this fishing village - and it must be
the same in farming communities - it’s particularly
important to be cognizant at all times of compass
directions. In her work as an ama Kisae-san will dive
down five to ten spans. (A span is approximately six
feet). As soon as she surfaces after several minutes’
work under water she has to determine where she is that is, she must identify cardinal directions in order
to navigate herself back towards her boat. She has to
carry in her head a rectangular gridwork pattern like
those streets of the old Heian capital.
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Be that as it may, the entries you make in a
patient’s medical record have to be objective. If the
location of Kisaesan’s pain is to be recognizable
at any time, I would have to be sure to add “when
the patient is facing South.” That’s a nuisance.
The incident was an instructive experience for me,
though, in thinking about how medical science fits
into fishing villages.
III. Postscript
So this is how I practice medicine in Fuseda.
The fishermen and divers are watching my actions,
thinking that this Takeshi - who ought to have ended
up being a fisherman or boatman - still doesn’t
rank up there with his predecessor. However, he did
come back here after decades of wasting his talent
elsewhere, so maybe he has the potential for someday
turning into as good a doctor as his father was.
It’s a blessing to have an old home village.
Though a long time passed before I understood it, I
am thankful that now I do.
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